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ABSTRACT 
The tractor is the main driving force of agricultural machinery in planting, growing and 
harvesting in the agricultural tendency. The breadth of sloping and hillsides in Iran 
intensifies the need for designing a tractor with the capacity to move transversely on 
transverse slopes. Therefore an automatic slope control system on tractor designed based 
on the studies of electronic or mechanical sensors and clinometer to suit tractor control by 
the driver in the slops and less human intervention in tractor balance at these positions 
and to automate the installed collection equipment. The high sensitivity and high cost of 
ordering of the equipment according to the working conditions of the tractor on slopes led 
to design, construction and installation of the system equipped with sensors and electronic 

circuits on a tractor to safe its movement on the slopes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Overturning accidents lead to tractor driver death. Tractor overturns are the main cause of deaths related to 

agricultural occupation in USA where 70% of sold tractor is equipped with ROPS (Behroozi Lar, M., 2002). 

Tractors in this industry cause 32% deaths that more than half of which is related to overturning (Kaheh, A., 

2005). Because of the versatility of tractors, operators expand the use of them more than their capacity limit. 

Tractors usually are exerted on steep and rugged lands to draw the other implements. In addition, tractors have 

not a suspension system and this is the main reason of their reversal. There are four reasons for overturning 

tractor that can be regarded as tractor working on the steep lands, turning with low radius, fast power 

transmission from the gearbox to the driving wheels of tractors and tractor that pull the drawbar load. The limit 

of tractor using for reversal action is highest slop, high-speed, rough terrain and the loss of tractor control. 

Imbalance of tractor on rough terrain is more likely than flat ground because the wheels pass the roughness 

position and cause the local steep slopes (Horowitz, Pawell and Vin Fieldmill., 1942). So, it is possible to 

control automatically the slope of the surface and reduce human error of the slope-moving tractors based on the 

use of sensors designed by electronic circuits and in this way tractor operator carry out with less possible error 

than before. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

1.1. Designing With Analogue Sensor: 

 To be able to diagnose the cross slopes and based on that we can transfer necessary commands to the valves 

and hydraulic jacks by the electronic circuitry, first the proper sensor must be identified. Since the workplace is 

a major industrial environment and has great vibrations and shocks, a sensor must be selected with all needs and 

is available in Iran. As a result, a sensor of NS-45/V21 was chosen. 

 The sensor has two current analogue outputs to be placed on the cross or longitudinal slopes, analogue 

output of 4 mA for slope angle of 40 degrees and 20 mA for -40 degrees angles and has output curve as Fig 1. 

Another advantage of the sensor is high measurement accuracy (0.001 degree). 
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Fig. 1: Sensor curve based on the slope angle and output signal. 

 

 It also has the suitable size of 45.5×60×90 and the good points were the sensor was used in this designing is 

its high IP namely IP65 which has a high standard of sealing and protection issues. The sensor has 7-pin output 

socket whose characteristics is as follows: Pin base 1 is the sensor feed positive input which is changed between 

12V to 24V, Pin base 2 is GND, Pin base 3 is Earth (or GND), Pin base 4 or GNDX is the output angle of the X-

axis, Pin base 5 or GNDY is the output angle of the Y-axis, Pin base 6 or IX output is the angle output current of 

the X-axis and Pin base 7 or IY output is the angle output current of the Y-axis. 

 Since the NS-45/V21 sensor output is current, first these outputs must be converted to voltage to be able 

performing control process. 

 

 
  

Fig. 2: Circuitry to convert the slop sensor output current and buffer. 

 

 As seen in Fig 3, the input power of IC 1 is the battery voltage of 12V, which is a 10-Volt regulator IC by 

IC 1 for using in electronic circuitry, is converting to 10 voltages. The diodes 9 and 10 is prepared to protect the 

capacitors 1, 2 and 3 to remove ripple and noise in the circuit (Freeman, S.A., 1999). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Supply circuit control board. 

 

 After the sensor output which is a current convert to the circuit voltage (2), its output is connected to the 

comparator input circuits Figure 4. To remove the instantaneous change in the sensor or tractor vibrations or 

sudden action happen to the tractor and the sensor, it is necessary the circuit has not responded to these moment 

changes and no commands will be issued, so these times can be set so the system is sustainable with 

potentiometer 2 and capacitor 14. 

 Circuit of Figure 6, which includes the output command relays, apply those commands that come from 

control circuits (Fig.5) to these circuits and the output of driver circuits including relays 1 and 2 and diodes 1 
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and 2, and hydraulic valves 1 and 2 will be applied to the hydraulic valves which lead to Jack movement and 

finally control the tractor slope angle in sloping lands. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Analogue comparator circuit. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: The relay driver circuit and semi-power relays. 

 

 In this section, when the tractor is in slope, an alarm will let know the driver of the slope. The alarm 

continues until the slope is corrected. If the alarm does not stop, the device must be switched off and considered 

to possible deficiencies. 

 After designing the sensor control circuits, PCB must be designed by DXP software to examine the tractor 

equipped with the set of sensors and hydraulic valves. 

 

2.2  Analogue control board tests: 

 After designing the control electronic circuit, PCB schemes are designed as mentioned in the previous 

section and controlled for the quality. After PCB quality control and before the assembly process, the elements 

should be controlled for quantity and original specifications. If approved, the necessary quality controls will be 

applied on the assembled board after assembly. To examine the control board in laboratory the equipment like 

two 0-24 volt power supplies, three-color LEDs, six wire contacts, oscilloscope and multimeter are needed. 

After selecting the test equipment, board is assembled and quality controlled for the primary examinations, the 

inputs and outputs connected to it, and the test begins. 
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Fig. 6: Power output circuit connected to the hydraulic valve coil. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: PCB analogue control board. 

 
Table 1:  Tilt sensor analogue control circuit board test in laboratory. 

LED2 LED1 PLY2 PLY1 ALARM +12j (unit by V) 
The control circuit  input  

sensor input) )
Supply circuit Input 

voltage 
OFF OFF Disabled Disabled OFF +12V +6V 

+12Batt 
OFF ON Disabled Enabled ON +12V 6.5V 
OFF OFF Disabled Disabled ON 0V 7V 
ON OFF Enabled Disabled ON +12V 5.5V 
OFF OFF Disabled Disabled ON 0V 5V 

 

 After the control board was tested and quality controlled as the mentioned methods, assembled with other 

accessories which all parts, boards and relays are first assembled on the metal plate and on the main box and is 

ready for early tests. The electronic box (Fig.9) is fully Assembled in early and laboratory tests, which the slope 

sensor is also assembled in the box at this stage. Table 2 shows the analogue control box test. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Complete scheme of analogue control circuit. 
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Fig. 9: Electronic box set with slope sensor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10:  The sensor lineup on the angle gauge for control board test. 

 
Table 2: The analogue control board test by connecting the slope sensor in the laboratory area. 

Horizon Box Angle In 
Degrees 

Light 
Alarm 

Right Light Hydraulic Valve Left Light Hydraulic Valve 
Control Box Supply 

Voltage 

0 
Off Off Off 

+12v 5 
On On Off 

5 
On Off On 

 

 The box outputs are connected to the hydraulic valve coil and alarm. On the way to feeding the box from 

the tractor battery, a switch is installed that can control the device by turning the key to manual or automatic 

mode. To test the tractor slope-moving control system must turn on the tractor first to the slope move hydraulic 

system activation. After starting the tractor, it must first be placed on the fully leveled surface before turning the 

slope control box on (the early settings of slope moving system are to limit the size of jacks’ opening and 

closing). Behind the leveling the slope box location, hydraulic Jack arms must be shifted equally by three 

manually hydraulic valves so the transmission boxes will be well placed horizontally. It is important that tractor, 

jacks and power transmission boxes are placed in the balance position first and after the tractor balancing, left or 

right Jack is manually opened and closed. If the rear wheels are deviated means the rear wheels of the tractor are 

placed on slope, control box correct to the inclination angle automatically and tractor will be returned to the 

normal levels again. This test can be performed several times and measure the angle with an angle gauge. 

 To ensure the accuracy of the system performance, it must be tested in environments with a transverse slope 

of 24 °. This test was conducted in a laboratory environment about the first test, the results were accepted. Since 

the system has not shown the inclination, the operator cannot be aware of the exact information of the corrected 

slope and if it is removed from the allowed slope area for any reason, overturning tractor was likely worsened. 
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Fig. 11: Tractor practical test on slope of about 24°. 

 

2.3. Designing with digital sensor (second sensor): 

 Because of the weakness of the analogue sensor which is the lack of show the moment slope to prevent 

reversal, to fix this problem, one displayer and a memory are added to the system to show the slope angle on the 

displayer to ensure user safety. Therefore, it was decided to reform the system in slope control designing 

section, this issue was considered and with the evaluated studies and considering the sensor must be bought for 

other samples example from abroad as a result, it was decided the sensor number of NS-15 / PI are bought. The 

reasons for this choice are: RS-232 output, supply voltage between 5VDC to 24 VDC and sensor working 

temperature between -25 to +85. Tractor slope with the scale of degree is recognized by inclinometer sensor NS-

45 / PI and is transferred as analogue and digital signal. The data is downloaded from the A/D of AVR 

microcontroller of control board and by the software, the considered input angles are diagnosed to enable or 

disable the relays and finally hydraulic jacks and finally the necessary slope correction are inclined to move the 

tractor on the slope. Besides, for tractor user safety on slopes, two potentiometers are set in and installed on the 

gear of rear wheels and at any moment the opening and closing values of hydraulic jacks, and therefore the 

slope of the tractor is transferred to control board AVR microcontroller by the driver board. AVR 

microcontroller used in the slope controller system is ATMEGA32. According to the input data and written 

software, it display the necessary commands to tell the user of the slope level to the LCD and LED on the signal 

box or in the risk reversal times send alarm to siren (Hale, R. D. et al., 1968). The sensor was used to measure 

the slope is NS-15 / PI. In addition, two other sensors were added to the system, which was mounted on the rear 

wheels axle, and the position of the rear jacks measured to each other. 

 The electronic section of this new tractor slope control system can be comprised of three distinctive parts as 

a slope control board, measuring board and level slope representation board. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12: The block diagram of the new system of electronic slope control. 

 

2.3.1. Slope control board: 

 The sensor NS-15 / PI carries out this board, which is the main board of slope detection. The sensor has two 

output, one analogue output of 4-20mA and other output of RS-232, which is used in the design of the control 

board. Therefore, to measure the slope at any time and changed slope by Jack two volumes, gear and electronic 

circuit are used.  

 The main role of this board are to receive the slope information from the sensors, process the information 

and send commands for opening and closing the jacks because of the slope value, the slope detection of inclined 

surface by reading the values of hydraulic jacks, transfer the slope information on LCD and LED display board 

and declaration the alarm.  

 According to the schematic scheme of controller board in Fig.13, this board includes an AVR 

microcontroller of ATMEGA32, IC driver of ULN2803 for light-emitting diodes, the screen board and 

regulators 5 and 9 volts and relays transmission commands to Hydraulic jacks and supply connectors, 
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inclinometer sensor, the potentiometers connected to the gear of rear wheels and information transmission 

converter board to the screen. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13: Schematic scheme of the new control board. 

 

 According to the circuit schematic and the layout of the microcontroller of ATMEGA 32 pins this board 

performance is to read the provided analogue values by the slope sensor and potentiometers mounted on the 

jacks using port A (which has 8 bases of A/D), then based on written applications, hydraulic jacks commands 

are issued by slope reading and sent to the hydraulic jacks through the port D and the relays. Therefore, 

information about the slope is transferred with reading JACK1 and JACK2 values by the port B to the LCD 

screen. Moreover, the slope degree is sent through the port C on the LED displayer. In addition, if the slope is 

more than the allowable amount, controller board will send alarm command to relay and siren through PD.2.  

 After designing the digital control circuit design and testing it to install it on the slope-moving system, the 

PCB digital control should be designed, and then applied all the quality control stages and early tests as 

described for the analogue board. Therefore, we can perform assembly the parts on-board and after that quality 

control, testing will be carried out such as the previous one. 

 

2.3.2. Evaluation boards and surface slope forward: 

 The performance is to install two gears on the side rear wheel compartment. The gears are mounted as well 

as the fixed gears on the variable potentiometer axis of the rear wheels that the potentiometer is changed by 

changing the jacks’ position and it is led to change the potentiometer output voltage. The reading program of 

level slope and be completed through the read voltage value in microcontroller by measuring the relative voltage 

change and put out a scale table of voltage and slope change. It should be noticed that according to the distance 

between the controller board and the level slope gauge board was more than one meter, voltages were converted 

by IC AD694 to current then sent to prevent noise interference in measured voltage and because of the loss of 

signals and their accuracy. The post currents are converted to voltage on the board by a resistor and applied to 

the microcontroller A/D of ATMEGA32. Then micro identifies the level slope basis the written program, the 

slope amount, and its degree are sent to the LCD and LED displayer board. After testing this board, it was 

sealed inside the box with the potentiometer and mounted on the force transmission box. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: Instant slope sensor box with gears and volume. 

 

2.3.3. Board and slope screen:  

 This section task is to switch power supply, restart, and set, display the level inclination (instant slope), and 

display its angle. Its task can be achieved by one character LCD 16 × 2, screen board, two push buttons, an 

on/off switch and a few cables. Fig.15 shows a sample of the screen board and the relating LCD. It should be 
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noticed the slope information should be transferred to the tractor operator at any moment, so the screen should 

be installed along the driver's eyes behind the steering wheel. This section is connected to the tractor battery by 

one cable and to the controller board by two ones.  

 Three cables are used for communications of the control box mounted behind the driver's seat and the slope 

display box. PCB is used for the interconnections of display box. 

 

.  

 

Fig. 15: Laboratory image of LCD and the slope display board. 

 

3. Conclusion: 

 Since the most important issue in agricultural operations in inclined surfaces is imbalance and possible 

reversal of tractors in the lateral direction, with proper design and construction of the suspension mechanism of 

rear and front tractor wheels, the height difference between the both sides of tractor could be compensated by 

the wheels’ height changing. The design of the mechanism causes to move of tractors on the transverse slopes in 

farms and that followed, more productivity and increase the safety of the tractors, balance and prevent the 

reversal will be resulted. Automatic cross slope control system can be used on tractor to optimize the design and 

less human intervention in tractor balancing on the slopes and automating the set of equipment and slope 

sensors. The results showed that by standing the tractor on slope, inclinometer sensor sent command to solenoid 

valve by sensitive electronic circuitry. Then, the rear wheels go up or down reversely by changing the position 

of the pistons to compensate the slope. It should be noticed the slope displayer show the slope which is 

important functionally for the tractor operator in terms of the operating slope degree.  
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